Abstract We discuss significant recent updates and revisions to the QuakeSim portal and Web services, which provide access to geophysical applications, data sets, and real time sensor data. These new developments include a) significant updates to the Web portal, b) a revision of Web Services to better encapsulate applications, c) additional services for generating Keyhole Markup Language markups of maps, and d) support for real-time Global Positioning Data.
INTRODUCTION
The QuakeSim project, led by the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), researches the interactions of fault systems that produce earthquakes. Closely related to the geophysical research is the information technology and distributed computing development work, which will be the focus of this paper. In addition to JPL, QuakeSim project includes participants from the University of Southern California, University of California (Davis and Irvine), and Indiana University. 12 QuakeSim's distributed architecture is based upon a multitiered Web portal and Web Services model, separating functionality from the presentation layer. This approach is typical of science gateways [1] . Web Services may be generally categorized as providing access to information (databases) and science applications, although from a data flow model, this distinction is one of implementation only. Earlier work on the QuakeSim architecture is described in [2] . The data management and scientific goals of QuakeSim are described in a companion paper, "QuakeSim: Efficient Modeling of Sensor Web Data in a Web Services Environment."
The subject of this paper is the significant revisions to the portal and service infrastructure that were described in [2] . For more information on the QuakeSim project, the geophysical research work, links to the QuakeSim portal, and links to the project's open source code repository and build system, see [3] .
QUAKESIM WEB PORTAL
QuakeSim was a pioneer in the use of portlet components for assembling portals out of reusable parts. Our earlier work was based on the Apache Jetspeed 1 portlet container, As described in [2] The QuakeSim portal's current version has been developed using the JSR 168-compliant GridSphere container [6] . In place of the Web Form Portlet, we have adopted the Apache Portlet Bridges project. All portlets are now developed initially as standalone applications using Java Server Faces (JSF). The JSF portlet bridge can then be used to convert these applications into portlets relatively quickly. We find this model to be preferable to working directly with the portlet's programming interface. A sample screen shot of a portlet is show in Figure 1 . (1) Disloc: a simple Okada [7] -based application for determining surface stress from a given fault model; Figure 1 ).
These portlets correspond to horizontal tabs along the top of Figure 1 (beneath the logo), although this particular layout is optional. Future work will include the addition of VirtualCalifornia (VC), which simulates large interacting fault systems. VC, GeoFEST, Disloc, and Simplex all use a variation of the same basic geometric model for representing faults. We are currently working to standardize this object representation within the portal and with the QuakeTables fault database [9] developers.
As we discuss in Section 3, all communications between the portal and remote services use SOAP-based Web services. We develop these using the Java programming language, although the interactions are programming languageindependent. Messages enclosed in the SOAP envelope are mapped on both the portal and server side to simple JavaBeans. These data objects are kept purposefully simple: the beans consist of only simple types (strings, integers, double precision numbers). Input, output, and other data files are represented using URLs, and it is up to the implementation to retrieve the file via HTTP GET as a separate step; that is, we do not use SOAP attachments to move files or encode files as XML SOAP body elements.
Most portal applications are designed to support a project and session model: users create new projects or else load older projects through web interfaces. These projects maintain all metadata (parameters used, location of remote input and output files, etc), which the user may edit or delete. The projects are assigned unique IDs, which are used to maintain multiple versions of the same basic project. All beans created by the portal through interactions with remote services are stored in an open source object database, DB40 (see www.db4o.com). This replaces our previous Context Manager service (see [2] ) and provides improved performance and scalability. The use of beans also provides a useful integration with built-in Java Server Faces functionality.
WEB SERVICES
The portlets listed in Section 2 are clients to one or more supporting, remote Web Services that actually access or generate data. Data access services include fault models from the QuakeTables service [9] and GPS data the GRWS service [10] . We have also, in previous work, built Web Service versions of the Open Geospatial Consortium's Web Feature and Web Map services. Our focus in this section will be on revisions to the execution services that manage invocations of remote geophysical applications.
In the process of upgrading the portal front end, we determined that the application services that provide access to executables were in need of upgrading. Earlier versions of the QuakeSim system were built around the concept of a generic Application Web Service that could wrap any executable. This service was built on generic Web services for running remote commands and interacting with remote file systems. For related work in this field, see [11] and [12] .
We found ultimately that our Application Web Service approach tied services too closely to the portal environment. Web Services ideally should be self-contained, stateless (or nearly so), and completely self-describing. This allows them to bind easily to any client environments such as workflow engines, portals, and desktop user interfaces. It also enables other development groups to use the services with minimal guidance from the developer: the service's WSDL provides sufficient information for invocation.
Our original services did not meet these criteria. Designing for generality, we embedded too many specific steps, such as creating application-specific input files, into the portal instead of the service. Thus the semantics of invoking the Disloc code, for example, were not encapsulated in a single WSDL file but rather in Application Web Service metadata.
Our revised service interfaces have been more an effort of code refactoring and reuse than a complete re-write. Our core job management service, which extends Apache Ant, is still in place but no longer exposed directly as a service. Instead, all new versions of execution services (Disloc, Simplex, etc) extend this parent service (in the object oriented sense) in their implementation. 
REAL-TIME SENSOR SUPPORT
In addition to fault models, the other major data types that QuakeSim applications must ingest are seismic events and GPS data. Archival GPS data services such as GRWS provide daily position data, but there is also interest in realtime and custom data products. The California Real Time Network (CRTN) provides online access to GPS position data at 1 Hz, and higher rates will be available in the future.
We have developed a system using topic-based publish/subscribe distributed computing techniques to manage this data. This system is described in greater detail in [13] [14] and summarized here. The basic components are shown in Figure 4 . Raw GPS data is passed through a number of filters, which act as subscribers to particular input topics and publishers to output topics. An example topic is a path-like name that is used to indicate the network or station source and the data format. For example, the topic name /SOPAC/GPS/PARKFIELD/ASCII is used to publish or subscribe to the ASCII formatted data from the Parkfield network.
The simplest filters are used to de-multiplex the incoming binary GPS stream. The CRTN consists of eight subnetworks, each with one or more individual GPS stations. Figures 1 and 2) . However, the more serious incompatibility is that Web 2.0 applications use client-side integration. See for example "Start Pages" such as iGoogle and NetVibes, which aggregate content in a manner superficially similar to JSR 168 portlets but which put the user much more in control of his or her content. This similarly simplifies the process of developing new content when compared to the portlet model. On the serverside, QuakeSim services will need to be reconsidered to see if they can be made compatible with Web 2.0's favored message formats.
Most interesting of all is the investigation of the overlap between Web 2.0 and Grids. We will use the QuakeSim project as our laboratory for this research. Important areas to be addressed include scalable event management, singlesign on security, service interoperability, and authorization. All of these are important to Grid computing but are noticeably lacking in Web 2.0. k"tel
